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The C r im inal Justice Act 1 948 a·�thorised the Home Secretary to 
c onduct ,  or s upport financ ially. research into the causes of delinquency ,  
the treatment of offenders and matters connected therewith . From 1 951 
onward s .  g rants were made to various universities . In 1957. the Home 
Office Research Unit was established to initiate and c arry out its own 
research and to extend the a s s is tance given to outside research bodies. 
The Research Unit ' s  respons ibilities were further extended by the 
Childrens and Y oung Persons Act 1 963, which included provis ion for 
expenditure on research into child care and adoption, and more recently 
by  the Race Relations Act 1 968  in respect of research on race relations .  
Universities and other institutions considering research projects of 
pos sible interest to the Home Office are invited to get in touch with the 
Director of Research and Statistic s ,  to whom any applications for 
grant should also be addres s ed .  
This booklet gives b r;ef particulars of res earch projects In prog res s 
in the Research and Statistics Department of the Home Office or supported 
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A. ADMINIS TRATION OF J USTICE 
A . l FINE ENFORCEMENT IN MAGISTRATES ' COURTS 
Mrs F. H. Simon 
P Softley 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 970 
A survey of an approximately random s ample of persons fined in 
magistrate s '  c ourts throughout England and Wales in 1 96 7  (before the 
C riminal Justice Act 1 96 7  came into force) and a similar sample fined 
in 1 968 . Thes e  s amples have been followed up for one year  after impos ­
itian of fine . to study payments made I enforcement action taken and 
differenc e s  in practice (if any) resulting from the C riminal Justice Act 
1 96 7 .  The data were gathered by postal questionnaires s ent to 
magistrates I c ourts . A pilot study was carried out in March and April 
1 96 9 ,  and the main s ample . involving 424 courts and 2482 questionnaires , 
was despatched in May 1 96 9 :  a 90% response was achieved . 
A. 2 REMAND PRACTICES AT SELECTED MAGISTRATES' COURTS 
Mrs F H Simon 
Dates 
1 969 - 1 97 0  
This small s tudy of remand practic es  i n  s elect  ed magistrates t 
c ourts within the Metropolitan Pdice District aims to a s s e s s  the effect of 
sections 1 8  to 20 of the Criminal Jus tice Act 1 967 covering the use  of 
bail and cus tody. Samples of cases  remanded before and after the Act 
came into force are being examined in Metropolitan Police District 
records . Later ,  court s taff may be interviewed about the working of the 
Act .  
A . 3 STUDY OF SENTENCING PRACTICE 
D r .  W .  H .  Hammond 
L. H .  Sebba - formerly research officer; completing report 
while assistant lecture r at Institute of 
Criminology. Hebrew Unive rsity of Je rusalem. 
Dates  
1 96 5  - 19 70 
Sentences pas s ed during 1 9 59 at lTlagi strates ' court s ,  and during 
1 964 at magistrate s '  and higher courts , are being analysed in an attempt 
to a s s e s s  the importance attached by the courts when pas s ing s entence to 
s uch factors as  the offend e r ' s  age and sex,  the circumstanc es of the 
current offence and the offender ' s  previous rec ord . 
A report is in preparation. 
B. CRIME AND CRIMINALS 
B. l STUDIES OF CRIMINAL HISTORIES 
Dr. W .  H.  H.mmond 
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Dates 
1 962 - 1 97 1  
In the c ours e of various res earch s tudies.  the Res earch Unit has 
obtained details of the criminal histories of s amples of offenders of all age s .  
Some of the s amples also include social and p s ychological information. 
These s amples have been followed up for varying periods and . by a 
c omparison of one group with another. it i s  hoped to identify patterns of 
progre s sion with which individual offenders may then b e  identified. 
preferably at an early s tage in their career. As well as  providing the means 
for making prognos es and s ugges tions for treatment, the s amples  will be 
u s ed to s tudy the s entencing practice of the c ourts and to evaluate the effect 
of different s entenc es upon the individual ' s  s ubs equent career .  
Four main features are being investigated -
(a) at what stage different types of offence appear in the offenc e 
record; 
(b ) the probability that a given offenc e .  once it has been 
c ommitted , will be repeated; 
(c ) at what s tage and for what kinds of offenc e different s entence s  
are first imposed ;  
(d) what special characteristics (if any) distinguish  the e arly 
offence behaviour of those  who s ubs equently become pers is tent 
offenders from those  who do not . 
C .  CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS 
C I ADOPTION S TATISTICS SUR VEY 
Mrs E .  G rey 
R.  M.  Blunden - The Offic e  of Population Cens u s e s  and Surveys : 
Social Survey Division 
Dates 
1 965  - 1 970 
The available statistics  on adoption do not give enough information 
about the working of the s ys tem . Acc ordingly. the Home Office  Research 
Unit has conducted a survey in collaboration with the Office  of Population 
C ensus e s  and Surveys . The main source of data was court rec ord s ,  
supplemented by information from local authorities and adoption societies .  
A draft report has been c ompleted. 
C 2 DETENTION CENTRES - AN E VALUATION OF THREE MONTHS 
AND SIX MONTHS SENTENCES 
Dr. W. H. Hammond 
Mis s  S .  E. Field 
Mis s  M.  E. Taylor 
The aims of this s tudy are to -
Dates 
1 969  - 1 970  
(a) identify and des cribe characteristics  of offenders s entenced 
respectively to three and six months periods of detention 
c e ntre training ; 
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-
(b) a s s e s s  the reletive value of the three and six  month 
s entenc e s .  using reconviction rates as the crite rion of 
suc c e s  5, and taking into account the difference between 
the boys s entenced to the two lengths of training; and 
(c ) a s s e s s  the relative effectivenes s  of each detention centre , 
using reconviction rates as  the crite rion of suc c e s s  and 
taking into account the different types of boys s ent to the 
c entre s .  
C.3  GIRLS APPEARING BEFORE A J UVENILE COURT 
Mis s J .  Price 
Dates 
1967 - 1 970 
An earlier study of g irls s entenc ed to bors tal or detention c entre 
training showed that many had first  appeared before the court at a very 
early ag e .  Those  girls who were then received in borstal or detention 
c entres were a very s elected g roup. and it was decided that a desc ription 
of a wider g roup of girls was needed in order to know what s elective factors 
were ope rating before girls received institutional treatment . 
The present s tudy c overs all girls of 1 4  to 1 6  years , appea ring before 
a juvenile court during a pe riod of 1 8  months . and information has been 
obtained on family circumstanc es,  offence histories , school records etc . 
A s ample of girls from a c omprehensive school has been interviewed for 
c ompari s on .  All the interviews and most of the analys is have been c ompleted 
A report i s  being drafted.  
C .4 THE WEST HAM J U VENILE LIAISON SCHEME OF THE 
METROPOLITAN POLICE 
D r .  W .  H .  Hammond 
Miss  S. E .  FielrJ 
Miss  M .  E .  Taylor 
Dates 
1 962 - 1 970  
A de sc riptive s tudy of children placed under the supervlslon of juvenile 
liaison officers during the fi rst four years of the West  Ham schem e .  It 
examines the reasons for refe rral , the type of child refe rred, and the nature 
of the supe rvision given. Part of the s ample was followed up for two years . 
C.5 COMPARISON OF SIXTEEN YEAR OLD BOYS ADMITTED TO 
SENIOR APPROVED SCHOOLS AND BORSTALS IN 1965  
D r .  W .  H .  Hammond 
Mrs J. Jone s 
Miss  M, E.  Taylor 
Dates 
1 966 - 1 970 
A comparison of the characteristic s ,  c riminal histories and social 
backg rounds of sixteen year old boys admitted to approved s chools and 
borstals in 1 96 5 ,  and of reconvictions during a period of about a year after 
releas e .  A draft report has been prepared. 
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C 6 ABSC ONDING FROM APPROVED SCHOOLS 
Dr R.  V . G.  Clarke 
D .  N .  Martin (Senior P s ychologist ,  Red Bank 
c las sifying school) 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 970  
This research i s  an attempt to identify variables implicated in 
absc onding from approved s chools . The s amples of abs c onders  s tudied 
entered the schools between 1 96 0  and 1 96 7 .  
The res earch is in three parts : 
(a) personal cha racteristics  which might clarify the aetiology 
of absc onding . or might be us eful in predicting absconders , 
are inve s tigated ;  
(b ) the relationship with abs conding of certain variables of 
s chool regime and the wid er  environment is explored; and 
(c ) the role of c onditioned learning in the development of 
abs onding behaviour is examined 
A fi rst  d raft report has been written .  
C . 7 APPLICATION OF THE J ESNESS INVENTORY 
TO APPROVF:D SCHOOL BOYS 
Miss  .T. W .  MOll 
Dates 
1 965  - 1 970  
The Jesne s s  Inventory was dev eloped in California as  an ins trument 
to be  us ed in the evaluation of res idential treatment for young offenders . 
A sample of 200 boys allocated to approved schools from King swood 
classifying school during 1966 was tested on the Inventory and their s c ores 
compared with those of the Californian s tandardisation s ample s .  The scores 
of the approved s chool boys have been compared with those from boys 
attending comprehens ive schools . The approved school s ample was 
re-te s ted on the Inventor y  after twelve months at  approved schools , and is 
being followed up for two years after relea s e .  The approved school s ample 
has been followed up for further court appearances after relea s e .  A 
compa ris on i s  being made between the pre- and post- training Jesness 
Inventory sub-scale scores  of thos e approved school boys who have 
subs equently been rec onvicled and those who have not. 
C .8 A CONTROLLED TRIAL OF A SHARED RESPONSIBILITY 
REGIME IN AN APPROVED SCHOOL 
Miss J .  W. Mott 
D r .  R. V.  G. C larke 
D .  B. Cornish 
1 0  
Dates 
1 967 - 1 970  
The aim of this s tudy was to compare the effectivene s s  of the methods 
of social rehabilitation u s ed b y  two houses  of Kingswood training school, 
an intermediate approved school admitting boys aged 1 3  to 1 5 .  A s elected 
s ub - s ample of the intake to the training school was randomly allocated 
between a h ou s e  with a shared responsibility regime which utilised group 
discus sion as  a therapeutic agent ,  and a house  with a conventional adult­
directed regime. Unforeseeable practical difficulties curtailed the s tudy 
before complete s amples of boys were collected. Reports are being 
prepared on -
(a) the problems of evaluating approved s chool treatment ; 
(b ) the methods of data collection; and the results obtained 
from the small samples of boys s tudied as  regards 
paychological characteristi c s ,  response to regimes and 
prog re s s  after releas e .  
D .  NON CUST ODIAL TREATMENT 
Re search on probation, after-care and parole supe rvis ion 
A c ontinuing prog ramme of probation and after- care research, 
s tarted in 1 962. is now carried out at the Manche s ter and Bi rmingham 
offices  of the Res earch Unit. There have so  far been nine publications . 
D . l TYPES OF OFFENDER AND TYPES OF TREATMENT 
Dr . M .  S .  Folkard 
H .  Barr 
M r s .  M. Carve r 
M .  B .  Davies 
Mrs.  K Lyon 
Mrs . E .  O'Leary 
Mr s .  F .  H. Simon 
Dates 
1 964 - 1 972 
A s tudy was made of 7 36 male offenders  aged 1 7  a nd under 2 1 ,  put on 
probation in 1 964 in eight probation areas (Inner London, Birmingham, 
C oventry, Glasgow , Leed s ,  Liverpool , Manchester and Sheffield ) . The 
supe rvising officers kept records of the probatione rs!  pers onal and social 
problems and of the treatment given. 
In Sheffield Probation Area an experiment was ca rried out in which, 
using the research clas s ifications , each probationer was allocated to the 
officer  thought most capable of providing the type of supervis ion needed.  
The s upervision of all thes e  cases  was completed by the end of 1 967 . 
Following this . information about reconvictions was obtained . A report 
is in prepa ration. 
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D .  2 PREDIC TION METHODS IN CRIMINOLOGY, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE T O  A STUDY OF YOUNG MEN ON PROBATION 
Mrs . F .  H .  Simon 
Dates 
1 96 2  - 1 970 
The aim of this study was to produce a prediction instrument for 
young male probatione rs . Two s amples were use d :  (a ) a 1 958 s ample , 
with data from case records , analysed b y  a variety of methods , and 
(b ) a 1 964 s ampl e ,  with data from probation officers'  psychological 
a s s e ss ments of their c lients , analysed by three methods .  The report 
in ludes an examination of the principles and purpos es of c riminological 
prediction studies , a c omparative review of about thi rty well-known one s ,  
a comparis on of types of predictive data and of s tatistical methods , and a 
discuss ion of why most s tudies , including the present one , have not 
suc ceeded in producing ins t ruments of high predictive powe r .  
A report is awaiting publication. 
D .  3 INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION BETWEEN PRO BA TION 
OFFICERS AND PROBATIONERS 
Mrs . M .  N .  C arver Dates 
1 969  - 1 972 
It is a widely held assumption in social work that the success of 
treatment depends on the kind of relationship es tablished between soc ial 
worker and client. To examine one aspect of this relationship in proba-
tion a study of inte rpersonal perc eption was c arried out .  This was conce rned 
with the probation office r's and the probationer's perc eption of (a ) the 
relationship between them: (b ) the aims , methods and effectiveness of 
probation; and (c ) the probation officer's role . Twenty officers and 1 20 
male probationers aged 1 7 - 20 years were interviewed separately, using a 
schedule de signed for the purpo s e .  Perceptions of officers  and probation­
e rs were c ompared , and an attempt was made to identify different patterns 
of perc eptions for different g roups of offenders and for different groups of 
probation offic ers . A report is in preparation. 
D . 4 INTERACTION IN PROBATION INTERVIEWS 
Mrs . K .  Lyon Dates 
1 964 - 1 972 
A further aspect of a relationship is defined by the ways in which 
two people interact with e ach other when they meet ,  and a s tudy was carried 
out to examine, categorise and analyse what happens in the probation 
office interview in terms of the ways in which probation offic e r  and 
p robationer behave towards each other .  Tape rec orded interviews were 
obtained in respect of five officers  who each recorded interviews with six 
different probatione rs . and five other officers  who each recorded six 
c ons ecutive interviews with one probatione r .  All the probationers were 
youths aged 1 7  -20 years , and half of them were also included in the study 
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of interpers onal perc eption, so  that the finding s from the two studies could 
b e  directly c ompared. The results of a content analysis  of the recorded 
interviews have also been related to other information about the probation­
e r s  and about the t reatment they rec eived.  A report i s  in preparation. 
D . 5 THE ENVIRONMENT AND PERSONALITY OF PROBATIONERS 
M .  B .  Davies Dates 
1 969  - 1 97 2  
The s tudy des c ribed at D .  1 above made u s e  of a categoris ation of 
offende rs based on both social and personality problem s ,  but it was thought 
des i rable to examine the s e  categories in more detail and develop a more 
refined classification. An attempt was therefore made to identify areas of 
s t r e s s  in the lives of probatione rs;  to  identify personality proble m s ;  and to 
show how e ach type of problem interacted with othe rs , with the treatment 
given, and with the probability of subs equent reconviction. 
A s ample of 507 male probationers aged 1 7-20 was studied, usmg 
information obtained from ques tionnaires s ent to  probation offic ers and 
Jesness  inventories completed b y  probatione rs . A validation of the findings 
i s  being carried out and the inquiry has been extended to male probationers 
aged 1 0-16  years . Two reports have so far been published, and three are 
i n  draft . 
D .6 PROBATION HOSTELS 
1. A. C .  Sinclair 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 97 1  
Probation hostels provide a type of treatment for probatione rs clearly 
distinct from the usual treatment in the open.  A preliminary survey showed 
large variations in the failure rates of diffe rent hostels . and that while 
living in a hostel boys , particularly those from poor homes , were les s  
likely than formerly to c ommit offences . Further research investigated 
the cause of thes e  variations , whether any effect of the hostels persisted 
after the boys had left them, how far the administrative structure of the 
hostels influenced the result s ,  and whethe r  there  was an 'environmental' 
offender who was unlikely to offend in a hostel but likely to do so  on his 
return hom e .  Information was obtained about various g roups of offenders 
from official records , interviews with s taff, and informal obse rvation. 
A report i s  awaiting publication. 
D . 7 AFTER -CARE UNITS 
Miss  B .  Chapman 
M .  Silberman 
1. A. C .  Sinclair 
Dates 
1 96 7  - 1 97 1  
During the s econd half of 1 967  it  was decided to c arry out a s tudy of 
the three after-care units operating in London, Manchester and Liverpool. 
The survey was e s s entially an exploratory one and concentrated more on 
the operation of the units than on the clients who reported to them.  The 
Inner London Probation and After-care Service had already c ollected s ome 
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s tatistics about voluntary after-care cases  and the s e ,  tog ether with 
s tatistics ollected from s amples of case papers at Manchester  and 
Liverpool. were used to provide a quantitative a s s e s sment of the three 
units , on items of information such as intervals between c lients leaving 
prison and reporting at the units , length of c ontac t after releas e ,  numbers 
of pre - release inte rviews and help given to c lients . In addition, a more 
qualitative and impres sionisti s tudy of the London unit was carried out by 
one research worker who t ried to  analys e the problems faced by the unit as  
well as d e s c ribe its ope ration. He based his impressions on information 
in the case  papers at London and on his p revious expe rienc e of the work of 
the Discharg ed P risone rs Aid Societie s .  A report has been prepared. 
D . 8  AFTER -CARE HOSTELS 
1. A. C . Sinclair & A .  Lei s s ne r  
Dates 
1 96 7  - 1 97 1  
Recent developments in after- care have inc luded an inc rease in the 
number of after- care hostels . Little is  known about the s e  hostels , and the 
Resea rch U nit was asked by the Department to carry out a quick survey of 
readily available facts  about the m .  This c overed hostels receiving Home 
Office  g rant , and the whole exe rcise was c ompleted in a period of six months . 
The survey looked in a gene ral way at the aims the hostels set  thems elves 
and the problems they faced in achieving the m .  It c ove red the aims and 
c onduct of the hoste ls ,  the p roblems encountered by the staff. the support 
rec eived by the s taff. and the turnover of resident s .  Methods of data­
c ollection included analysis of official record s ,  interviews with wardens , 
probation officers and resident s ,  a nd a limited amount of observation. A 
report has been prepared . 
D . 9 T Y POLOGICAL STUDY OF FIRST AND SECOND OFFENDERS 
1. A . C. Sinclai r 
Miss  B .  Chapman 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 9 7 1  
\Vith a view to classifying offenders according to their after-c are 
needs I use was made of existing information on samples of prisone rs . The 
data inc luded items on backg round social information, c riminal rec ord , and 
psychological test scores . Various analys es are being carried out with the 
objec t of c ons tructing typologies relevant to after-c a r e .  A report has been 
p repa red. 
D .  1 0  C OMMUNICATION ABOUT AFTER -CARE 
M .  B .  Davies 
W .  Mc Williams 
Dates 
1 97 0  - 1 97 1  
A b rief study is  being ca rried out in twelve prisons to dis c over how 
much prisone rs c laim to know about after-care facilities available. 
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D . 11 TIME FAC TORS IN SOCIAL ENQUIRIES 
M .  B .  Davies 
Miss A .  Knopf 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 972  
An exploratory study is  b eing unde rtaken (a) to review national 
trends in the us e of social enquiry reports by the courts . (b) to investigate 
the time spent in preparing s ocial eIIjuiry reports . and (c) to examine the 
relationship between time spent on s ocial enquiry work and on other 
activities of probation officers . The first part of the project has been 
c ompleted in the north of England. and a replication s tudy is being 
c a rried out in the s outh. 
D. 1 2  HOMELESS OFFENDERS 
M .  B .  Davies 
W .  McWilliams 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 9 7 2  
This project is being undertaken jointly with the Liverpool Probation 
Se rvic e . Its primary aims are to explore the problems presented by 
homeles s  ex-prisoners , and to study the extent to which probation officers 
c an help them with acc ommodation. A supplementary investigation is 
being made of homeless offenders when they appear before the c ourts for 
the firs t tim e .  
D .  1 3  PROBATION HOSTEL BOYS GOING HOME OR TO LODGINGS 
M .  B .  Davies 
r. A. C .  Sinclair 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 97 2  
Arising out of the s tudy of probation hostels (D . 6) .  this project  will 
c ompare a sample of boys who return home after residence in a statutory 
hostel with a matched sample of boys who go into lodgings . It will test 
the hypothesis that boys returning to their home environment do worse 
than those in lodgings . 
D . 1 4  PAROLE SU PERVISION 
M .  B .  Davies 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 972  
Supervising probation officers completed a questionnaire in respect 
of all parolees released between 1 st April and 30th September 1 96 8 .  This 
provided s ome basis information about the parolees f personal and s ocial 
circumstances at the time of release ,  and an analysis of the data on the 
April releases was published in a journal in March 1 97 0 .  A content 
analysis has been made of the treatment records in respect of the s ample , 
and a second s ample was g athered between April and September 1 96 9 .  
The p roblems pres ented by parolees when under supervision and the ways 
in which probation officers cope with them will be desc ribed. 
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0. 1 5  ROLE OF THE SENIOR PROBATION OFFICER 
D r .  M.  S .  Folkard 
A.  M .  Robbins 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 974 
The aim of the project  to be carried out in the W e s t  Riding of 
Yorkshire is to s tudy the role of the Senior Officer  in relation to the 
structure and function of the probation office .  to show the ways in which 
he ontributes to achieving the objectives of the s e rvic e ,  and to demon­
s trate how hi s role i s  affected by organisational chang e .  Detailed s tudies 
are being made of role c ontent., role perceptions and role change and , in 
addition, a special s tudy of s taff meetings will be made to examine s tyles 
of leadership in relation to the implementation of area policy.  
0. 1 6  HOME VISITING 
A. J .  C alder 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 974 
The aim of the s tudy will be to dete rmine the attitudes , role and 
influenc e of the probation officer  in the probationer's home environment, 
and la a s s e s s  the corresponding reactions of the family to probation and the 
probation offi c e r .  U s e  will be made of que s tionnaires administered 
verbally to officers  and family membe r s .  and the res earch worker will 
accompany probation offic ers  on home visits and undertake non -pa rticipant 
ob s e rvation of interaction occurring between the officer  and the family . 
D . 17 WITHDRAWAL OF TREATMICNT 
M .  B .  Davies 
Miss B. Chapman 
Dates 
1970 - 1975 
It is intended to conduct an experiment whereby specially s elected 
good - risk  probatione rs will be  given less  than the normal amount of 
supe rvls lon . The s tudy i s  at the planning s tag e .  
0. 1 8  INTENSIVE TREATMENT EXPERIMENT 
M. B .  Davies 
C .  H. Roberts 
Dates 
1970 - 1 9 7 5  
By randomly allocating s elected probatione rs to experi:mental and 
control groups , it is intended to extend the Res earch Unit's s tudies in the 
ITlatching of type s  of offender to types of treatITlent. Prog rammes of 
intensive supe rvision will be  devised to suit the needs of chosen clients , 
and the re sults will be evaluated . The s tudy i s  in the planning stage . 
THE MIDLANDS PROJECT 
The complement of prison welfare officers was inc reased at Ashwell. 
B irmingham ana Gartree pris ons . in an attempt to determine the most  
useful role of such offic ers  in relation to other meITlbers  of the s taff in 
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prlsons and to probation officers.  a s  well a s  to the prlsone rs . This 
a rrangement started in January 1 96 8 ,  and three research p rojects 
(D 1 9 . 20 and 2 1  below) were s et up in relation to it .  
D . 1 9  ORGANISATIONAL PROBLEMS OF PRISON WELFARE 
1. A.  C .  Sinclair 
Miss  M. J .  Shaw 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 970  
The res earch workers  have attended c ommittees which discussed the 
problems of prison welfare at the different pri s ons . and studied the 
working of the s e  committees and their reports . At Ashwell and Gartree 
pris ons the welfare officers have carried out tim e - s tudies of their 
activitie s  and, with the research worke rs l  a s s i stance ,  they undertook at 
Bi rmingham p ri s on a s e ries of s t  udies of their own organis ation. 
A report has been p repared. 
D . 20 AN EXPERIMENT IN SOCIAL WORK IN PRISONS 
Mi s s  M .  J .  Shaw 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 970  
A primary purpose of increasing the number of prison welfare 
officers was to enable them to give more attention to prisoners . At 
Ashwell and Gartree prisons a c ontrolled experiemnt i s  being carried 
out to as s e s s  the effectivenes s  of intensive social work by welfare officers ,  
and the extent to  which response to  s uch methods i s  related either to the 
s ocial and personal characteristics of the pris oners or to their prison 
experlenc e .  A report i s  in preparation . 
D . 2 1 SOCIAL WORK WITH MEN SER VING SHORT SENTENCES 
Mis s  J .  Holborn 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 970 
A small experimental s tudy has been carried out in Birmingham to 
identify the p roblems that ari s e  when probation officers give intensive 
pre- release t reatment to convicted men s e rving s entences of one to nine 
lTIonths .  A s ubsidiary s tudy is surveying the problems fac ed by s uch men 
as a re s ult of imprisonment , and is a s s e s s ing their use  of, and attitudes 
to,  help offered by the probation and after-c are s ervic e .  A report is in 
preparation . 
E.  CUSTODIAL TREAT MENT 
E . l THE EFFECT OF THE IMPRISONMENT OF WOMEN ON THEIR 
CHILDREN 
Miss N .  Goodman 
Mis s  C .  Gibbs 
Dates 
1 967  - 1 970 
An examination of the situation of dependent children when their 
mcther i s  impris oned. based on a s ample of 6 38 women, on remand or 
unde r s entenc e ,  rec eived into Holloway prison in 1 96 7 .  The s e  women 
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were interviewed by a team from the Institute of Ps ychiatry, University 
of London, who allowed the Research Unit unrestricted access to the 
d ata . The Research Unit has analysed the data and c ompleted a report. 
E. 2 AFTER-CARE PROBLEMS OF GIRLS RELEASED 
FRO/-.! BORSTAL 
Mi s s  N .  Goodman 
Mis s J .  Price 
The two main s tudie s  are of -
Dates 
1 96 7  - 1 970 
(a) the after-care problems of girls in borstal in 1 96 3 ,  
particularly those related to work and the ability to care 
for any dependent child ren: a report i s  in draft ; and 
(b) the rec onvictions of the s ame g roup of girls ove r a period 
of two years following relea s e ,  and of another g roup who 
were discha rg ed after  being in borstal for a shorter  pe riod 
during 1 966/6 7 :  a report comparing the reconviction rates 
of the two g roups is in preparation . 
E . 3 T HE ESTIMATION OF RECONVICTION AMONG PRISONER 
GROUPS 
D r .  W .  H. Hammond 
C .  P. Nuttall 
Miss E. E. Barnard 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 970 
This is a study of the reconvictiorsamong released prisone rs . 
The object i s  to es timate the risk to the public occasioned by the release 
of various kinds of prisoner and then to e stimate the p robable result of 
early release on parole and s uitability for hostels , working - out schemes , 
and open prls ons . 
The most important s ample c onsists  of all relea s e s  during the fi rst 
half of 1 96 5  from s entenc e s  of over eighteen month s ,  and c ontains ove r 
2 , 300 c a s e s .  The data c onsist.  of c riminal histories and c e rtain s ocial 
information from police reports as  rec orded at the C riminal Record Offic e .  
Various smaller s amples of prisoners , on whom there i s  p s ychological 
and s oc ial information not available for the 1 96 5  s ample , are being used 
to supplement the main s tudy. 
into -
For analysis purposes  the 1 965  releas e s ample has been divided 
Long s entence sub - g roup (4 years and ove r ) :  An analysis of the 
material relating to p risone rs who were eligible for the hostel 
s cheme has been made and will be incorporated in the report on 
prison hostels (see E4 below); 
h!edium s entence s ub-group (over 1 8  months , under 4 years ) :  
a more restricted c oding s c hedule has been devised for use on 
the rest  of the s ampl e ,  approximately 1 , 750  cases , and is now 
being applied . 
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E . 4  AN ASSESSMENT OF THE HOSTEL SCHEME FOR LONG 
SENTENCE PRISONERS 
Dr. W .  H. Hammond 
C .  P .  Nuttall 
Mis s  E .  E .  Barnard 
Mrs  A. R .  Frost 
Mi ss  P. M .  Lowry 
Dates 
1 964 - 1 97 0  
Part I of this study is based on the analysis of recorded information 
about s amples of long s entence prisoners released from pri s ons or 
hostels between 1 96 1  and 1 96 8 .  It c ompares those s elected for hostel 
accommodation with those released direct from the prisons , and includes 
a reconviction p rediction s tudy to a s s e s s  the effectiveness  of hostel and 
prison relea s e s  for different kinds of pris one r .  
Part II i s  c once rned with the working of the hostel s ystem and 
includes a history of the hostel scheme.  a s tudy of the operation of the 
hostel s election boards , an analysis of the views of s taff and inmates on 
the hostel s chem e .  and an inves tigation of failure rates in different hos tels.  
E . 5 MURDERERS SENTENCED TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT 
D r .  C .  B anks 
D r .  C .  P. Wallis 
Mi ss  J .  T roop 
Dates 
1 969  onwards 
This project i s  c oncerned with three s amples of offende rs . The 
first s ample is compos ed of men convicted of murde r between January 
1952 and April 1 9 5 7 .  and either executed, or  s entenced to life imprison­
ment or detention during Her Maj e sty's Pleasure .  The s econd i s  of 
murderers sent to Broadmoor between 1 9 52 and 1 95 5 ;  and the third 
c onsists  of the population of men s erving life s entenc e s .  or detained at 
Her Majesty's Pleasure .  for murder or diminished responsibility 
mans laughte r ,  at the end of October  1 96 9 .  
The investigation has s o  far provided de sc riptions of certain 
characteristic s of norma] and abnormal murderers  J and a fou r - year follow 
up study has been made . tram c riminal rec ords . of murderers who had 
been released  from prison for ove r four years in June 1 96 9 .  A comparis on 
has been made between actual and expected rec onviction rate s .  and 
reconviction has been c ompared with length of s entence s erved. number 
of previous c onvictions , age .  and relationship to victim . 
Three interim reports have been prepared and work is 
continuing . 
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E . 6  PRIS N INDUSTRY 
D r .  C . Banks 
S .  R .  B rody 
Miss A .  Dun10p 
Mrs . B .  Alexander 
R .  M.  Fa rrar 
Dates 
1 96 9  - 1970  
The aim of this research was to examine fac tors related to the 
c apac ity and willingnes s  of prisoners to work hard and effectively. The 
inves tigation included observation of workshop s ,  of the availability of 
work and of alloc ation procedures .  as well as  the collection of data on 
prisoners I personal his tories , interviews with them about their work, 
and the calculation of a s imple productivity score . An interim report 
has been s ent to the Prison Department. 
E . 7  MEN ESCAPING FROM C LOSED , AND ABSCONDING FROM 
OPEN , PRISONS 
D r .  C .  Banks 
Miss P .  Lowry 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 971 
The extent of abs conding from open prisons has been examined In 
order that c urrent rates of abs c onding may be compared with rates in 
previous years . The age ,  offence, length of s entence and criminal 
history of escapers and abs conders have been compa red with those of other 
prisoners in order to identify c la s s e s  of men who appear consistently to 
pres ent relatively high risks of absc onding . 
Five papers have been completed for internal circulation, and others 
are to be prepared.  
E . 8  RECRUITMENT OF PRISON OFFICERS TO GOVERNOR GRADES 
Dr. C .  Banks 
M i s s  P .  Lowry 
Dates 
196 9 - 1 970 
This study is being carried out to a s sist  a Working Party appointed 
by the Home Secretary in February 1 969  with the following terms of 
refe rence -
1 .  To  recommend what changes are nece s sary to secure that over a 
period a one -tier s ystem is  introduced into the Prison Service in 
England and Wales and that meanwhile an increasing proportion 
of the vacancies in the governor cla s s  is filled from within the 
Prison Service ; and for this purpos e  
2 .  to examine -
(a) what modifications are needed in the ar rangements for the 
recruitment of prison offic ers . their conditions of ent ry and 
opportunities of promotion to assistant governor: 
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(b ) what improvements are needed in the facilities available 
to s uitable prison officers wishing to prepare for s uch 
promotion; and 
(c) what s teps are needed to remove any circumstances which may 
deter officers from s eeking such promotion. 
E . 9 EVALUATION OF PAROLE 
Dr. W .  H .  Hammond 
C .  P Nuttall 
Mis s  E .  E .  Barnard 
Mrs . A .  R.  Frost 
Dates 
1 968  onwards 
This research i s  c onc erned with two a spects of parole 
evaluation -
(a) a s tudy of the results of the parole s ystem in its application 
to those eligible for parole under the C riminal Justice Act 
1 96 7 .  and 
(b) the way in which the s ystem is administered. 
This s tudy aims to as sess  the effect of pa role upon prison and upon 
recidivi s m .  
The s tudy of s election for parole will provide a comparison of 
prisoners s elected and those rejected during the first years of the s ystem's 
operation. An examination of the parole dossiers of all pris oners eligible 
for parole during the period is being made. in order to as sess  how far the 
rec ommendations of local review committees and the likelihood of s elec t­
ion by the Parole Board are affected by the circumstances of the current 
offenc e.  the prisoner's past record and his recorded social ci rcums tances . 
A c omparison will be made between the probabilities of rec onviction for 
those s elected and those rejected. 
E .  1 0  AN EXPERJMENT IN PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT OF YOUNG 
MEN REMANDED IN CUS TODY 
Mrs . H .  S .  Anthony Dates 
1 968 - 1970 
This project aros e from a previous s tudy - "Ps ychomotor behaviour 
as  an index of pers onality of the young offender. "  The initial aim of the 
present project was to follow-up the findings of the previous research by 
a s tudy of the relationship between ps ychomotor test behaviour and 
psychiatric diagnosis . particularly with reference to depres sion. A final 
report i s  in draft . 
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F. DRUGS 
F I lIEROIN ADDIC TION AND CRIMINALITY 
Mis s J . W .  Moll 
Mrs . D. Hepworth - (T rent UnIvers ity) 
Dates 
1968 - 1 97 1  
This s tud y is being arried out in c ollaboration with Mrs . D. Hepworth 
of T rent Unive rsity, Onta rio, Canada .  The Home Offic e  Res earch Unit 
has oded material extracted by Mrs . Hepworth from Home Office rec ords 
on known addicts during 1 9 54 to J 966 and is analysing data on the c riminal 
histories of the members of the sample . 
F. 2 JU VENILE DRUG OFFENDERS 
t-lis s J . W. Mott Dates 
1 96 7  - 1 97 0  
The aim of this stud y  is to desc ribe the s ocial and delinquent 
cha racteristics of Juveniles appearing on drugs charge s  before the Inner 
London juvenile c ourts , and other c ourts in the Inner London area ,  from 
J anuary 1 96 5  to Dec ember 1 96 8 .  The Inner London Probation Servic e 
ollaborated in c ollec ting data . 
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2 3  
I MANSLAUGHTER 
Mrs.  E . I!. Gibson 
S .  Klein 
Dates 
1 970 - 1971 
A statistical study of manslaughte r  from 1 967  onwards ,  on the line s 
of "Murder 1 95 7  to 1 968" . This will cover both offences  and offenders . 
2 TIME SPENT AWAITING TRIAL 
Mrs . E .  Gibs on 
A. Weatherhead 
Dates 
1 966 - 1 970 
An investigation relating lo higher c ourts in 1 96 5  on the same lines 
as Chapter I of "Time Spent Awaiting T rial" (HMSO 1 960) .  The tables 
have been c ompleted but the report is not yet drafted. 
3 REMANDS B Y  MAGISTRATES' COURTS 
D r. C . M .  Glennie 
Mrs . E. Oatham 
Dates 
1 96 8 - 1 970  
A limited s tatistical s tudy c overing all magistrate s '  courts and 
analysing by offence and c riminal record pers ons remanded on bail 
or in custody p rior to final adjudication by the magistrates . or to 
c ommittal to a higher c ourt for trial or sentenc e .  
4 SUSPENDED SENTENCES 
D r .  C . M .  Glennie 
Mrs . E .  Oatham 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 970  
This project involves a compa ris on of sentencing patterns for 1 96 7  and 
1 96 8 .  with a view to showing the effect that the introduction of suspended 
sentenc es  has had on the c ourts' sentencing policy : characteristics of, 
and the types of offences c ommitted by . pers ons who were the subject 
of suspended sentences in 1 968  have also been studi e d .  
5 INDIC TABLE OFFENCES INVOLVING FIREARMS 
A .  Weatherhead 
B .  M .  Robinson 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 970 
Offences  in 1 96 7  and 1 968 have been analysed and a report prepared . 
6 CRIME IN SUSSEX 
R. T .  Tudor 
Mrs . E .  Oatham 
J .  D .  Fuller 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 97 1  
A study of the work of the Sussex Police Force during the three months 
ended 30th June 1 96 9 ,  with additional information about the Hove 
division of the force during the three months ended 3 1 st December 
1 96 9 .  The material supplied during the pilot experiment in c onnection 
with the Report of the Departmental Committee on C riminal Statistics 
will be used together with additional background information supplied by 
the Sussex Police Forc e .  The project will b e  carried out jointly by the 
Statistical Division and the Force .  
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PART III 
C URRENT RESEARCH SU PPORTED 
B Y  HOME OFFICE GRANT 
NOTE: The figure shown under IIG rant" for each project is the 
es timated total g rant for the duration of the projec t .  
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A .  ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
A . I ONTES TED TRIALS AT HIGHER COURTS IN OXFORDSHIRE 
OXFORD UNIVERSITY:  PENAL RESEARCH UNIT 
D r .  N .  Walker 
Mrs . S .  F.  McC abe 
R.  F. Purves 
Grant 
£ 1 4, 580 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 97 1  
A s tudy of the outcome of trials in Oxford City and County Quarter 
Sess ions and Oxford shire Assize s ,  with special refe rence to acquittal 
figures which follow pleas of not guilty . The project involves following 
cases  from the c ommittal stage to c onviction or acquittal. This is being 
done partly by the study of depos itions , partly by obtaining such informa­
tion from polic e .  solicitors and couns el as they feel  able to give , and 
partly by the device  of "shadow juries "  
Approaches are to be made to a number of Recorders and Chairmen 
of Quarter Sessions outside Oxford in the hope that they will provide certain 
information about the nature of proceeding s .  The research team 
have studied 1 2 7  cases  involving 1 58 dependant s ,  in which the C ou rt Order 
Pape r showed that the accused had pleaded not guilty to one or all of the 
charges  prefe r red against him. 
A 2 SENTENCING POLICY OF THE COURT OF APPEAL 
(CRIMINAL DIVISION) 
London Unive rsity : Department of Law, London School 
of Economic s and Political Sc ienc e .  
D .  A .  Thomas Grant 
£ 1 , 7 90 
C ommenced 1 96 3 ,  
reviewed annually 
The object of this study of the gene ral policies of the C riminal 
Division of the C ourt of Appeal is to see  what principles are eme rging or 
being adopted, and at the same time to collect and analyse current 
decisions on the law. The study is based on all judgements on appeal 
between 1 96 3  and 1 968 (with a continuous review of decisions after 1 968) ,  
and on changes in c ou rt policy following the Criminal Justice Act 1 96 7 .  A 
report will be published in 1 97 0 .  The analysis of cur rent decis ions of the 
Court will c ontinue . 
A . 3 PROVISION OF LEGAL AID 11\ CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS 
BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY:  INSTITUTE OF JUDICAL 
ADMINISTRA TION 






1 969 - 1 970 
Part I V  of the C riminal Justice Act 1 967  changed the financial basis 
on which legal aid may b e  g ranted. The courts now have power to require 
a legally aided person to make a contribution to the costs of the cas e  
according to his means . 
The research will study how Part IV of the Act i s  working in the 
practice of four magistrates'  courts in the West Midland s ,  and will examine 
applications for and g rants of legal aid made in these  magistrates I court s .  
It will therefore cover (a) summary proceedings before magistrates I courts I 
(b) committal proceedings , and (c) trials or other proceedings before courts 
of quarter s e s s ions and as size . 
A.4 COMMUNICATION IN THE JUVENILE COURTS 
SEY MOUR COMMITTEE 
M .  J .  Power Grant 
£ 1, 294 
Dates 
1 969 - 1 97 1  
The proj e ct auns to a s s e s s  the effects of briefing families . before 
a juvenile court hearing I on the procedure followed by the court. 
A pilot s tudy has been carried out, and the pres ent project alms at 
testing the hypotheses  that -
(a) briefed families contribute more to (as measured by an analysis 
of ve rbatiITl recordings of court proceeding s ) ,  and recall more 
of, the court proceedings than families who have not been 
briefed ; and 
(b) the impact of the court proceedings on the b riefed families will 
b e  s uch that their children have a lower r e - appea rance rate ,  
within a two-year follow-up period , than the children of non­
briefed families .  
The s ample is composed of about 400 families of all children aged 
1 0  to 16 making a first  court appearance before any of four juvenile courts 
during a ten week period . The s ample will be randomly divided into two 
groups; one will be  briefed before the court hearing and the other not. For 
the follow- up ,  a sub- sample of 5 0  families will be randomly s elected from 
e ach of the g roups and inte rviewed six months after court appearance . 
B .  CRIME AND CRIMINALS 
B.l C LASSIFICATION OF CRIME 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY : INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
H. P.  F.  Swinnerton-Dyer 
G. N. G. Rose 
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Grant 
£ 3 ,  1 20 
Dates 
1 967  - 1 970 
Al1 exploration of the pos s ibility of clas sifying c rime acc ording to the 
ircurns lances  in which it occurs . The main emphasis is on offenc es  of 
burglary , theft and malicious damag e .  
The project i s  based upon the routine data on c rime recorded by the 
He rtfordshire police , in whose  a rea an experimental recording scheme was 
initiated by the Home Offic e  in 1 96 4 .  An initial survey was carried out of 
c rimes recorded in Hertfordshire in the first  s ix months of 1 96 5 ,  and the 
proje t was then extended s o  that a smaller s ample of the 1 9 6 5  c rimes 
might be studied more intensively. A classification involving s ome fifty 
different type s of p roperty c rime was devis ed from this s maller s ample , 
and an experiment was carried out to lest  whether this cla s sification could 
be incorporated into the routine system of c rime recording . 
B . 2  FINE DEFAULTERS 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY : INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
D r .  R.  F .  Sparks 
This project involves a s tudy of -
Grant 
£2,  260 
Dates 
1 967 - 1 97 0  
(a ) a sample of cases  dealt with at Birmingham magistrates I C Durt , 
in order  to see what action is taken to enforce the payment of 
fines ;  and 
(b ) two samples of fine defaulters rec eived into Winson Green prison. 
B . 3 STUDIES OF CRIME AND VIOLENCE 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY : INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
The Institute of C riminology.  under its Director 
Professor Sir Lean Radzinowic z ,  is  to make a survey and analysis of 
resear h already undertaken or in progress  on the subject  of c rimes of 
violence in this c ountry and elsewhere . with a view to identifying the most 
p romising directions for future res earch in this country. 
Professor M .  Wolfgang , Director of the Centre of C riminological Research 
in the University of Pennsylvania ,  who was co-director of res earch for the 
United States National Commis sion on the C auses and Prevention of 
Violenc e ,  has agreed to collaborate in this survey as a c onsultant . 
Decisions on further projects will b e  taken in the light of the survey 
and analysis of res earch on this subject already undertaken or in progress . 
B . 4  THE SENTENCING OF MOTORING OFFENDERS IN 
MAGISTRATES' COURTS 
UNIVERSITIES OF CAMBRIDGE (INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY) 
AND READING 
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Grant Dates D r .  R .  G .  Hood (Cambridge)  
Mis s  E.  Shirl ey (Cambridg e)  
D r .  T .  C .  Willett (Reading) 
£ 8 , 7 7 4  (Cambridge) 
£ 5 ,473  (Reading) 
1 964 - 1 970 
A s tudy of the practice of  magis trates 1 courts in pas sing sentence on 
motoring offenders . the reas ons for variations and the effect of sentences 
and orders . 
D r .  Hood is obtaining the co- operation of magistrates  in the s outh of 
England , the midlands and the north- east  in studying s entencing patterns . 
This involves an investigation of magistrates I social backgrounds and 
personal characte ristic s and the relation of this information to s entencing 
prac tic e s .  Dr.  Willett has been studying offenders thems elves in areas 
near Reading , Burton and Durham . This has included investigation of the 
effects  of s entenc e s  and orders of disqualificiation in s e rious motoring 
offence s ,  as  well a s  the characteristics of offenders . 
B . 5 SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF CONVICTION 
SOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY : DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
AND SOCIAL ADMINIS TRATION 
Prafes sor J .  P.  Martin Grant 
£26 , 493 
Dates 
1 958 - 1 970 
The basis  of this enquiry has been a follow-up of some 300 men 
c onvicted of c e rtain offenc e s  c ommitted in Reading . The main obj e c t  has 
been to s tudy the cons equenc es v..hich flow from conviction, other than the 
penalty imposed by the court; for example .  the repercus sions on the family 
when the father  i s  s ent to  prison. the effect  of conviction on employment , 
and the problem of living down the social stigma of offenc es such as sexual 
offences and driving under the influence of drink . A report on the employ­
ment of offenders  was published in 1962 and a final report i s  in draft . 
B . 6  AUTONOMIC REACTIVITY IN RELA TION 
TO CRIMINALITY 
SOUTHAMPTON UNIVERSITY : DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 
Profe s s or G .  Trasler 
T .  D .  McComb 
A .  Mills 
Grant 
£ 7 , 500 
Dates 
1 968- 1 970 
This project follows on form "Social Anxiety Reactions t l  and , like the 
latte r, aims towards the development of a preci s e .  operational theory of 
c riminality. It i s  intended to develop and extend the original project by -
(a) investigat ing more thoroughly the characteristic of "autonomic 
disc rimination" that i s ,  the difference between individuals in 
their capacity to differentiate between those cues in a social 
situation which should elicit an autonomic response, and those  
which should not; 
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(b) investigating why, and in what c onditions people 'habituate' -
i . e .  lose the capacity to respond to appropriate cues ; 
(c)  developing a more s ophisticated expe rimental analogue , 
involving elements of s tres s .  which will enable this g roup 
of hypothes e s  to be tested in more depth; and 
(d) gaining more prec ise  (paramet ric )  information about the 
autonomic characteris tics of various populations of 
offenders.  
C .  CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS 
C .  I A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE POLICIES AND PRACTICE 
OF LOCAL AUTHORITIVES AND THEIR EFFECT UPON 
CHILDREN IN CARE 
BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSIT Y :  SOCIAL S TUDY DEPARTMENT 
YORK U NIVERSITY:  DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL ADMINISTRATIO N 
AND SOCIAL WORK 
Profes s or F .  Lafitte (Bi rmingham) 
Miss J .  Hardie 
Mis s V .  Glynn 
Mi s s  C .  Spenc e r  
Profe s s or K. Jones (York) 
J .  Lewis 
Mrs . G .  Rosen 
M .  Gladwin 
Grant 
.. 3 2 , 000  (Birmingham) 
£ 26 , 500 (York) 
Dates 
1 96 8 - 1972 
Each of the university teams is investigating ce rtain aspects of the 
child care s e rvic es of two local authorities . Birmingham University is 
studying two midlands c ounties ,  and York University two northern cities . 
The learns are working to a c ommon res earch design.  
The central feature of the investigation is  a s tudy of how the flow of 
cases  refe rred to the select ed children's departments during a given pe riod 
1 S  dealt with, with particular reference to -
(a) diffe rences  in policies and practice of the se rvices studied; 
(b) the proc e s s e s  whereby decisions about cases are taken; and 
(c)  methods of asses sing the effects  on children of different 
policies and procedures . 
The work involves studying the ontext in which the chosen child care 
services  operat e ;  the structure of statutory and voluntary services conc erned 
with children in need;  the administrative organisation and functioning of the 
children I S  department s .  Detailed studies will be made of decision-making 
as  it affects the welfare of individual children and their families , including 
analysis and follow -up of referrals . 
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C . 2  PRIVATE FOSTERING 
BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY : SOCIAL STUDY DEPARTMENT 
R.  Holman Grant 
£270 
Dates 
1 96 7 - 1 970 
Little research has been done on private foste ring . and conce rn has 
been exp res s ed recently in connection with private foster home placements 
and the operation of the Children Act 1 9 58.  The aim of this study is  mainly 
diagnostic and des criptive .  It will describe the participants and conditions 
within private foster home s .  
It is  hoped that the finding s will throw light on the reasons for 
children being placed in private foster home s .  and on whether the pres ent 
law is  ope rating satisfactorily. 
C . 3  INADEQUATE FAMILIES 
BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSIT Y :  CENTRE FOR CHILD STUDY 
C .  J .  Phillips 
Dr . H .  Wilson 
G .  W .  He rbe rt 
Mrs . A .  Holman (part -time) 
Grant 
£ 1 1 , 000 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 97 1  
A s tudy of the child ren of 6 0  t rinadequate t l  families who have come to 
the notice of the local authority for suspected child neglect . Both 
sociological and psychological observations will be mad e ,  and the total 
s ituation of each family will be  s tudied .  The samples  will be  composed of 
two g roups of families - those containing boys aged six and those contain­
ing boys aged ten - and one boy in each family will be studied intensively . 
In addition, each family will have at least one child under school age who 
will also receive attention. 
C .4 CHILDREN IN RESIDENTIAL CARE 
LONDON UNIVERSITY : INS TITUTE OF EDUCATION 
Profes sor J .  Tizard 
B .  A. Ackhurst 
P .  Moss 
Grant 
£ 39, 400 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 9 7 3  
The fir st  part of this research, proposed to be completed in 1 97 1 ,  
I S  conce rned with the structure and functioning of a sample of children' s  
homes in the s outh of England . The investigation involves a repres entative 
sample of local authority and voluntary homes and hostels , and of 
approved schools . Emphasis is  being placed on factors related to child 
care practices in the home s .  and the primary focus of the study is  on the 
homes as the basic units rather than on either the total child care problems 
of particular local authorities or the individual children who come into or 
out of care, although attention is  also being paid to both these  aspects of the 
situation. 
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The extension to the p roject involves two investigations -
(a) study of current forms of residential provis ion in different 
areas for children living away from home and analysis of 
fac tors whi h influence demand ; and 
(b) development of c riteria for evaluating c e rtain a spects of the 
child care s e rvice (this would include an exploration of the 
way in whi h decis ions are made about particular children, 
in authoritie s  in which child care policy appeared to differ ) .  
C . 5 C ENTRAL LANCASHIRE FAMILY PROJECT 
MANCHESTER U NIVERSITY:  DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL 
ADMINISTRATION 
D r .  G.  Rose 
T Taylor 
T .  F. Marshall 
J .  McAllis ter  
M rs . S .  Ratcliffe 
Grant 
£ 1 5, 300  
Dates 
1 965  - 1 97 2  
The project has es tablished s everal "action project s "  for the 
prevention of juvenile delinquency. The s e  c onsist  of special youth 
activities directed towards the unattached or delinquent and involve 
intensive work with known early delinquents . A survey has been made 
of s ocial problems in the area and information has been obtained about 
the attainments , abi lities and attitudes of s chool - child ren. The project 
has reached a stage where it is conc e rned largely with the work of five 
s c hool s oc ial worker s .  The res earch is financed mainly by the 
Gulbenkian Foundation . 
C 6 NATIONAL SURVEY OF CHILD HEALTH AND DE VELOPMENT 
MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL: UNIT FOR THE STUDY OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN MENTAL AND PHYSICAL 
I L LNESS 
Dr. J .  W .  B .  Douglas Grant 
£ 1 8 , 000 
Dates 
1 96 1  - 1 970  
This survey i s  b eing ca rried out by  a Medical Research Unit team 
who are  following up a s ample of 5 , 000  children born in 1 946 . 
The s ample has been class ified in terms of a variety of family 
occurrenc e s  s uch a s  absence of fathers from home,  illne s s  of parents , 
b reak-up of family and mothe rs in employment . The s e  data are being 
u s ed to c onstruct handicap scores for family instability and parental 
ill-health. 
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Offende r s  in the s ample have been s tudied up to the age of 1 7  years 
and, on the basis  of information s upplied by the Home Offi c e ,  the total 
s ample i s  being checked for offences committed between the ages of 1 7  and 
2 1  years . Thi s information will b e  related to handicap score s .  to school 
prog re s s  I to family size and environment and to work record . It i s  hoped 
that a s tudy examining s ocial adjustment of offenders in thes e  age g roups 
will be pos s ible . 
C . 7  FAMILY AD VICE SER VICES 
NATIONAL BUREAU FOR CO- OPERATION IN CHILD CARE 
D r .  M.  L.  Kellmer Pringle 
A .  Leis sner 
Grant 
£ 1 8, 000 
Dates 
1 96 6  - 1 97 0  
A study of current preventive practices  and s chemes introduced 
S lnc e the C hildren and Young Pers ons Act 1 96 3 .  The research includes 
(a) an obse rvational study of four family advice s ervice s ettings 
operated by child ren ' s  departments ; and 
(b) an action research s tudy of three experimental, community 
based,  "detached l l  family advice c entre s ,  s pecially s et up and 
operated by children's  departments in close co-ope ration with 
the Bureau.  
The aim is to s tudy the trends and patterns so far evolved within 
local authority children ' s  departments in relation to family advice 
s e rVIce s .  and to evaluate new types of service employing detached 
workers . 
C . 8  NATIONAL STUDY OF CHILD ADOPTION 
NATIONAL BUREAU FOR CO-OPERATION IN CHILD CARE 
D r .  M.  L .  Kellmer  Pringle 
Mrs . M.  J .  A. Seglow 
Grant 
£ 1 5 , 200 
Dates 
1 96 5  - 1 970 
An investigation of the problems of  adoption among children included 
in the National Child Development Study (1 958 cohort ) :  the study was a 
follow-up investigation of one week ' s  births (s ome 1 7 , 000 children) in 
Great B ritain in 1 958 . Children legally adopted by their own parents are 
excluded from the investigation leaving a s ample of about 250 children . 
C . 9  CONSTRUC TIVE EDU CATION PROJEC T 
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATION RESEARCH 
Director: D r .  S .  Wis ernan 
H. E.  R.  Townsend 
L .  J .  Westwood 
B .  Thompson 
Mis s  A .  Sharrock 
T .  Gilbert 
C .  E .  James 
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Grant 
£ 1 48 , 000 
Dates 
1 96 5  - 1 9 7 1  
(Home Office contribution) 
(approximately one -half) 
-
The Home Office  and the Department of Education and Science have 
Jointly sponsored an extensive project of the National Foundation for 
Educational Res earch . The fi rst aim of the project is to  s tudy all those  
factors (whether they operate within the school or outside) affecting the 
attitudes , values , inte rest s ,  behaviour and attainment of the pupils , which 
are  presumably within the powe r of the school staff or school authorities 
to control in s ome deg ree .  In Septembe r  1 968  the Foundation introduced 
into four s chool s .  team teaching - a form of teaching in which two or more 
teachers have responsibility, working togethe r ,  for all the teaching of a 
given g roup of pupils in some specified area of the curriculum . This is  the 
p rincipal presc riptive aspe t of the project . 
Phase I - a report based on data c ollected from 6 1 2  secondary 
schools was c ompleted in 1 96 8 .  
Phas e  II - Data were c ollected in the spring of 1 967  from 4 5  s chools 
including approximately 6 , 000 fi rst  year pupils , 5 , 500 fourth year pupils , 
I , 059 teachers and 45 heads . A Phase  II report has been prepared by the 
Foundation but analysis of the data is not yet c omplete . 
The Foundation plan to retest  the 4th year pupil of the 45 s chools in 
March 1 97 0 ,  c arry out a further analysis of the data for thes e  s ame pupils 
which was collected when they were 1 s t  year pupils and to prepare a final 
report on the whole of the project .  
C . I O VARIATIONS IN THE PATTERN OF NEED FOR AND PROVISION 
OF CHILDREN'S SER VICES IN SELEC TED LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
LONDON UNIVERSITY : LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND 
POLITICAL SCIENC E 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
P .  Davies 
A .  B arlon 
Grant 
£ 1 , 1 57 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 970 
The aim of this project  is to improve the understanding of available 
s tatis tical indicators of s tandards of performance of local se rvices  s o  as 
to aid the c entral and local administrators ' asses sments of provision in a 
particular area as c ompared with others . and to suggest  new indic ators . 
A draft report has been received.  
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C . 1 l  THE CAMBRIDGE STUDY IN DELINQUENT DE VELOPMENT 
CA1 ... !BRIDGE UNIVERSITY - INSTITU TE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
D r .  D .  J .  West  
D r .  D .  Farrington 
M.  Murphy 
Mrs . S .  Morrison 
Mrs . G .  Gundry 
Grant 
£ 96 , 000 
Dates 
1 96 1  onwards 
This project ,  originally known as the Family Development Study, 
aims to elucidate s ome of the factors responsible for juvenile delinquency 
and maladjustment . The original plan was for a long -term s tudy of the 
prog r e s s  of 4 1 1 s c hool boys from the age of eight until the age of fifteen, 
with refe rence to the development of delinquent behaviour and other forms 
of s ocial disturbance .  The study of thes e  s choolboys , who were all 
originally attending primary s chools in the area of one local education 
authority, was based upon detailed examination of their personal characte r­
istic s ,  family background and social circumstanc e s . A fi rst  report , 
following the s ample up to the age of eleven, was published in 1 969 .  
The extended project ,  which maintains the original aim of the s tudy , 
1 S  to follow the s ample at least until the age of eighteen.  This will involve 
c ollecting information concerning work history. current living ci rcumstanc e s ,  
leisure purs uits and s ocial c ontacts . physical and mental health, as  well as 
the delinquent enqui ry . 
C . 1 2  DECISION- MAKING IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT: A COMPARISON 
OF TWO LOCAL AUTHORITY CHILDREN 'S DEPARTMENTS IN 
THEIR HANDLING OF RECENT LEGISLATION 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE: 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
Mrs . S .  M.  Rhys Grant 
£ 1 , 856 
Dates 
1 967  - 1 970 
The res earch will investigate the proc e s s e s  at work within the 
children' s  departments of a c ounty council and a county borough. in 
relation to their functions in the field of preventive work .  A s tudy will be 
made of policy decisions taken since 1 96 3 .  as  given in the reports s ubmitted 
to the Sec retary of State by the two authorities  under s ection I (4) of the 
Children and Young Pers ons Act 1 9 6 3 .  The project will describe and examine 
the evolution of gene ral policy decisions concerned with the Children and 
Young Pers ons Act 1 96 3 .  and will analyse the influences and proc e s s e s  
involved in the production of particular decisions at particular lime s .  
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C .  J 3 T HE ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE 
CHILDREN 'S SER VICE 
BRUNEL UNIVERSITY : SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Profe s s or E .  J aques 
R .  W .  Rowbottom 
M,SS  A. M .  Hey 
Miss D .  J e rrome 
Grant 
£ 1 5 , 000  
Dates 
1 969  - 1 9 7 2  
The proposal for this project arose from requests  from the 
Home Office Child ren 's  Department for ass is tance in developing a manage ­
ment training programme for child ren's officers and child care officers . 
The work will be  c oncerned with analysis of organisation and management 
responsibilities of the children's  servic e at various levels within local 
authorities and in the Home Offi c e ,  and will involve a c ollaborative 
relationship with local authoritie s .  
The aim is t o  analyse  how policies are formulated and how 
disc retion in implementing policy is  allocated . The delegation of 
respons ibility will be  examined by means of detailed role analysis at each 
level: the c ollaboration of field workers will form an e s s ential part of the 
research .  
C . 1 4  B LACKBURN AND ACCRINGTON JU VENILE LIAISON 
OFFICER SCHEMES 
MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY:  DEPART MENT OF SOCIAL 
ADMINISTRA TION 
Dr.  G .  Rose 
R. A. Hamilton 
Grant 
£ 9 , 400 
Dates 
J 964 - 1 970 
A c omparative s tudy of the effects  of Juvenile liais on officer schemes 
and of cautioning . During 1 96 5  nearly 500 young pers ons became available 
for interview and these  were a s signed to either c autioning or supervision. 
They have been followed up. and information about other juvenile liaison 
offic e r  schemes has been c ollected for c ompa rison with Blackburn and 
A c rington. 
C . 1 5  GROU P WORK IN A HIGH DELINQUENCY AREA 
MANCHESTER UNIVERSIT Y :  DEPARTMENT OF YOU TH WORK 
D r .  C .  S .  Smith 
M.  R.  Farrant 
Grant 
£ 9 . 534 
Dates 
J 96 5 - 1 970  
The aim of this s tudy is  to evaluate the effectivenes s  of a programme 
of detached g roup work, designed to reduce juvenile delinquency in an 
industrial area of Manchester with a high rate of delinquency and social 
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dis organi sation. The a rea had a low level of organised youth activity. 
and a s e ri e s  of linked activity centres were provided for use by the 
spontaneous g roups which frequented local cafes and s treet corners .  The 
s ample was taken from the 1 4  to 1 6  year old age g roup . 
C .  1 6  CRAWLEY JU VENILE RESEARCH PROJECT 
Miss J .  W. Mott (Home Office Research Unit) 
Miss  J .  Wright (Crawley Juvenile Res earch Committee) 
Grant 
£ 22 , 500 
Dates 
1 96 5  onwards 
The Crawley Juvenile Research C ommittee and the Home Office  
Res ea rch Unit are collaborating in a research program.me to study 
juveniles who either  appear before the Crawley juvenile court or come to 
the attention of the police as offenders . It i s  a longitudinal comparative 
s tudy with the following aims -
(a) to c ompare the educational and s ocial characteristics of a 
s ample of juvenile offenders with a control s ample of non­
delinquent children; and 
(b) to follow-up the children in terms of further offenc es,  social 
and educational adjustment, and employment history until 
the end of the juvenile period , i .  e .  until they reach 1 7  years 
of age .  
A s tudy of the s entencing proc e s s  and practice of the C rawley 
juvenile c ourt i s  included in the programme, with the full co-operation 
of the magistrates and the clerk of the court . 
The data for the s tudy have been c ollected by the Crawley police ,  
probation officers,  child care officers , health visitor s ,  teacher s ,  the 
New Towns Commis sion and the Urban District C ouncil housing department. 
C .  1 7  UNEMPLOYMENT AND J UVENILE DELINQUENCY 
LEEDS UNIVERSIT Y :  DEPARTMENT OF ADU LT EDUCATION 
AND EXTRA - MURAL STUDIES 
M.  Beeson Grant 
£ 8 , 254 
Dates 
1 96 3  - 1 97 0  
The alm of the enquiry . which was transfer red from Durham 
University in 1 967 , i s  to relate incidents of delinquent behaviour of boys 
with other aspects  of their live s ,  particularly their experience of unemploy­
ment either their own, their family ' s ,  or that of their wide r  s ocial g roup. 
The study has been l inked with an existing longitudinal study of children 
born in Newcastle-upon- Tyne in 1 947 . 
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C 18 STUDY OF DELINQU ENCY 
LONDON UNI VERSIT Y :  LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 
AND POLITICAL SCIENC E, SUR VEY RESEARCH C ENTRE 
Dr .  W .  A. Belson 
P. J . Didcott 
J . G . Cleland 
H. M.  Skordis 
Grant 
£ 1 1 8 , 000 
Dates 
1 961- 1 970 
A s e ries of  studies of methodology concerned with the development 
of special techniques for eliciting from boys c e rtain personal information 
(including undetected delinquent activity) important in the study of 
juvenile delinquency ;  the research potential of official documents dealing 
with the backg round of delinquent s ;  techniques of hypothesis development ; 
and research designs for testing hypothes e s  about factors and situations in 
Juvenile delinquency. 
C . 19 SURVEY OF YOUNG PEOPLE LIVING AWAY FROM HOME 
CHELTENHAM YOU T H  TRUST 
G rant 
£ 5 , 000 
(conditional) 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 97 1  
The Cheltenham Y outh T rust was established to initiate an invest i­
gation into the circum stanc e s  and problems of  young people in Cheltenham 
who are living away from hom e ,  and to implement any consequent 
recommendations for an improvement in c ommunity s e rvices for this 
Tal risk ' g roup which has been the cause of considerable local concern.  
A s ample of young people within the age range of 1 7  - 2 1  years will form 
the basis for a d e s c riptive study of -
(a)  the physic al and s oc ial c i rcumstances tn which thes e  young 
people li v e ;  and 
(b ) their attitudes towards their needs as  they see  them,  and 
towards the c ommunity s e rvices  that are available ,  or 
might be made available . 
The investigation will be  carried out with particular reference to 
the prevention of c rime. 
C . 20 APPROVED SCHOOLS AND THEIR EFFEC TS 
DARTINGTON HALL TRUST 
D r .  R. Lambe rt 
P . .  Bullock 
S .  Millham 
P .  Cherrett 
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Grant 
£40 , 000 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 9 7 3  
This project s ets out to analyse a variety of aims , organisations 
and methods now existing among approved schools , and hopes to establish 
the effect of the different approaches so found . It will cover such things 
as the schools I outlook on residential treatment , and the way this outlook 
is  embodied in a s tructure and mode of life; together with the influence of 
staffing , location, c atchment , the inspectorate and the afte r-care system 
on the schools ' real isation of these  aims . 
C . 2 1 DEVlANC Y AMONG ADOLESCENT GIRLS IN STOCKPORT 
MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY:  DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH WORK 
D r .  C .  S .  Smith 
Miss  H.  M .  C ameron 
Grant 
£ 3 , 0 1 6  
Dates 
1 969  - 1 97 1  
A prog ramme of s ocial work with adolescent girls in Stockport 
began in September 1 96 8 .  The prog ramme ,  which is mainly financed by 
the local authority and is  operated by the Youth Development T rust (a local 
charity) , is  intended to help reduce the deviancy within this adolescent 
g roup and to prevent the s ocial c onsequenc es  which are likely to follow 
from it . 
The resea rch project is  a pilot study for two years to: (a) define 
deviancy among adolesc ent gi rls in Stockport; (b ) help devise techniques 
of identifying that deviancy;  and (c ) c onsider the most practicable and 
efficient research design for evaluating the social work prog ramme ,  and 
to set  up a record system based on that design. 
C . 22 THE AT TITUDES OF NATURAL MOTHERS TO THE LEGAL! 
ADMINISTRA TIVE PROCESS OF ADOPTION 
STANDING CONFERENCE OF SOCIETIES REGISTERED FOR 
ADOPTION 
Miss L .  Raynor Grant 
£ 5 , 285 
Dates 
1 970 - 1 97 1  
The aim of this study is  to provide evidence which can be used by 
the Departmental C ommittee on Adoption i n  conside ring whether chang es 
should be made in the arrangements by which natural mothers give consent 
to adoption. 
A case study will be  made of two g roups , of approximately 50 
mothers each, who have been c onfined in selected London and Manchester 
hospitals . They will be interviewed twice ,  once shortly before leaving 
hospit al and then again soon after the adoption hearing . All mothers 
interviewed will have reque sted that adoption plans be made for their 
babies . 
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D .  NON - C USTODIAL TREATMENT 
D . l COMPARATIVE S TUDY OF THE PAROLE S YSTEM 
CAMBRIDGE UNlVERSITY : INS TITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
K.  O. Hawkins Grant Dates 
£ 2 . 1 00 1 966 - 1 970  
A study of the history and c oncept of parole ,  and an examination of 
the operation and effectivenes s  of c e rtain foreign parole systems .  
D . 2 PRE -SENTENCE STUDY OF OFFENDERS 
INNER LONDON PROBATION AND AFTER-CARE SERVICE 
W .  Mc Williams Grant 
£ 6 0  
Dates 
1 966 - 1 97 1  
This s tudy, extending ove r  a period of five years , is  des igned to 
examine s ome basic features of the personality and background of a g roup 
of male offenders aged twenty and over ,  who ,  having been c onvicted of an 
offenc e ,  a re remanded for a probation offic e r ' s  report . 
A s ample of 400 offenders is  being collected from the Inner London 
Quarter S e s s ions and from s eve ral magistrates r c ourts in the Inner  London 
are a .  All the s e  offend e r s  will have been subject before s entence to a full 
s ocial enquiry, supplemented when nec e s s ary by medical or psychiatric 
opmlOns .  Those offenders who are placed on probation will be  followed up 
until their probation orders terminate . but there will be  no follow-up of those 
sentenced in other  ways . 
An interim report was published In 1 96 8 .  
D . 3 VOLUNTARY AFTER-CARE 
ROYAL LONDON PRISONERS ' AID SOCIETY 
M .  Silberman Grant 
£ ] 0 , 200 
Dates 
1 967  - 1 970  
The project is to  examine the contribution of residential afte r- care 
to the rehabilitation of discharged prisone rs . 
The original plan was for a study of short-term hostels to be set 
up in London by the Royal London Prisoners ' Aid Society, with suitable 
research provision built in from the beginning . In 1 968 the hostels were 
not ready. s o  two related studies were undertaker -
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(a) an investigation of the working of the London After-Care 
Unit and the preparation of a desc riptive report ;  and 
(b) a pilot s tudy in another hostel to provide experience and 
develop methods for use  in the project .  
The project now involves a comparative s tudy of the Gulbenkian hostel 
at B lackheath and the S t .  M artin of Tours hostel in Islington, based on 
obs ervation of the two hostels and on s tatis tics  of age,  turnover and 
reconviction rates of residents . 
A detailed study i s  being made of residents in the Gulbenkian hostel 
to include information on previous history, reactions to the hostel and 
reconviction rate s .  At St .  Marti n ' s  hostel the emphasis is on an observa­
tional study of the g roup proc e s s . 
D . 4  SOME ASPEC TS OF PAROLE 
BOROUGH POLYTECHNIC 
D r .  Morris Grant 
£ 1 5 , 000 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 9 7 3  
A s tudy of the effects of parole on 50 parolees ,  with a matching group 
of prisoners refused parole .  Particula r attention will be paid to the 
offend e r ' s  own expectations regarding parole and also to the pre- release 
procedures of pris ons during the pe riod between the decision of the local 
review c omm itte e  and the r e l e a s e  of the p ris one r . The views of pri s on 
staff and probation officers  involved with the sampled offenders will be 
s ought . 
E .  C US TODIAL TREATMENT 
E . l PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF BORSTAL TRAINING 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSIT Y :  INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
F .  H .  McClintock 
A .  Bottoms 
Grant 
£ 1 8 , 000 
Dates 
1 96 3 - 1 970 
An evaluative study of the training programme of a medium security 
borstal. It involves looking at each aspect of training as traditionally 
conc eived , introduc ing modifications that tend towards an individualised 
approach, evaluating the effects  of thi s ,  and making a c omparison of the 
after-conduct of boys dealt with under the old and modified regimes 
respectively . Data have been c ollected on some 300 inmates who entered 
the institution between January 1 96 5  and March 1 96 6 ,  and the opportunity 
has also been taken to c onsider the s oc iology of an institution under chang e ,  
to  look at the administrative aspects of an attempt to develop individual 
training in s uch a setting .  and to trace alterations in the attitudes of staff. 
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E . 2 WOMEN OFFENDERS IN HOLLOWAY PRISON 
LONDON UNIVERSITY:  INSTITUTE OF PSYCHIATRY -
MAUDSLEY HOSPITAL 
Profe s s o r  T .  C .  N .  Gibbens 
M r s . J .  Prince 
Mi s s  N .  Goodman (Home Office 
Mrs . S .  Dell 
Grant 
£ 1 9 , 000 
Res earch Unit) 
Dates 
1 966 - 1 970 
The first  part of this resea rch involves a study of the characteri stic s 
of women s entenced to imprisonment c ompared with thos e not given 
institutional s entenc e s ,  with particular reference to the basis  and s uitability 
of s entencing policy as applied to women.  The second part investigates the 
USe of remands for women.  
The s ample of women prisoners 1 5  being investigated from three 
points of VIeW -
(a)  a medico - s ocial study of one quarter of women of all ages 
s entenced to impris onment or borstal training in one year;  
(b) the s entenc ing policy of the c ourts , and the use  made of 
remands in custody for reports of various kind s :  and 
(c ) a rec onviction s tudy of thos e s entenced to impris onment . 
E . 3 A SOCIOLOGICAL STUDY OF STYAL WOMEN'S PRISON 
MANCHESTER UNIVERSIT Y :  DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL 
ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY 
D r .  V. G .  Pons 
Mrs . J .  Ward 
Grant 
£ 5 , 338 
Dates 
1 96 5  - 1 970  
A g eneral s ociological s tudy of the prison, particularly c oncerned 
with the reactions of women to imprisonment and also with inmate culture .  
The main method of research is  partic ipant obse rvation to s ee how reality 
accords with ideolog y ,  supplemented by examining prisone r ' s  records , 
questionnai res and interviews .  It i s  proposed to c ompare the re sults with 
the re s ults of research on women in industry .  
E . 4  THE PRISON POPU LA TION AT WINSON GREEN PRISON, 
BIRMINGHAM 
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY:  INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY 
D r .  R.  F.  Sparks 
D r .  W, E. Cavenagh (Bi rmingham University) 
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Grant 
£ 1 , 1 80 
Dates 
1 96 6  - 1 970 
This res earch c onsists of two related projects _ 
(a) a d e s criptive study of 2 5  per c ent of the inmate population 
of Winson Green on 26th Septembe r 1 96 6 ,  s upplemented by 
a study of a s ample of receptions ; and 
(b ) a study of the movements of prisone rs in and out of Winson 
Green to t raining pris ons or other local prisons . 
E . 5 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF LONG- TERM 
IMPRISONMENT 
DURHAM UNIVERSITY:  DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY 
Profes sor F .  V.  Smith 
D r .  N .  B olton 
P .  A .  Banister  
K .  J .  Heskin 
Grant 
£ 1 8 , 200 
Dates 
1 968 - 1 972 
The aim of this project i s  to dete rITline objectively the nature of the 
psychological changes  occurring in long -term prisoners . Personality and 
attitudinal changes  will be s tudi e d ,  and the des ign incorporates both cros s ­
sectional and longitudinal methods . 
The s ample i s  s elected from among men s e rvIng either life s entence s  
or s entenc e s  of ten years or more , who were admitted to prison after 1 96 1  
and are still in pri s on .  Within the main s ampl e ,  those  s elected fall into four 
g roups - new inmates ;  prisoners having se rved three years ; prisoners having 
s e rved five year s ;  and p ri s oners having s e rved s even years . 
In addition, a small numbe r  of men admitted from 1 96 1  onwards have b een 
chosen for study. The s ample will be tested on two s eparate occasions , the 
second at least fifteen months after the firs t .  
E .  6 PRISON REGIMES 
SOU THAMPTON UNIVERSIT Y :  DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
AND SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION 
Profe s s or J .  H .  Smith 
R. D.  King 
K .  Elliott 
R. Morgan 
R .  Williams 
Grant Date s 
£ 1 3 , 900 1 968  - 1 97 1  
This research aims to examine the nature of some existing prison 
regime s ,  to s tudy how they are related to various aspects of prison social 
structure , and to investigate the pos sible cons equence s  of prison 
experience s  for particular pris oners . The research will provide some 
immediate s ubs tantive result s ,  but is also intended as  a nec e s s ary prelimin­
ary step towards an evaluation of the effectivenes s of prison regime s .  
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E . 7 MENTALLY ABNORMAL OFFENDERS 
SOUTH WEST METROPOLITAN REGIONAL HOS PITAL BOAR D ,  
LONG GROVE HOS PITAL, EPSOM 
D r .  J .  S .  Bearc roft Grant 
£ 300 
Dates 
1 968  - 1 9 7 1  
This s tudy involves a detailed analysis  of 1 , 000 men interviewed in 
B rixton Prison ,  most  of whom were remanded in cus tody for psychiatric 
reports . The res earch includes an examination of treatment facilities . 
with particular emphasis on the suc c e s s  and failure rates  of the treatment in 
mental hospitals and special hospi tals . The sub s equent c riminal careers 
of  those  c onsidered unsuitable for treatment will be followed up . 
E . 8 USE OF PART V OF THE MENTAL HEALTH ACT 1 959 
OXFORD UNIVERSIT Y :  PENAL RESEARCH UNIT 
D r .  N .  Walker 
Mrs .  S .  F. Mc Cab e  
Grant 
£ 1 7 , 000 
Dates  
1 96 2  - 1 970  
The aiIns of this project are to s tudy the previous and sub s equent 
careers  (with special attention to delinquent behaviour) of pers ons who are 
the subject  of c ou rt orders under s ections 6 0 ,  6 1  and 6 5  of the Mental 
Health Act  1 959 ,  authorising either their detention in a hosp-tal or  their 
placing under guardi ans hip ; and to examine a s e ri e s  of c a s e s  in which inmates 
of pris ons , borstals and approved s chools are transferred to mental hospitals 
under sections 72 or 7 3  of the Act .  The s ample c ompris e s  some 1 200 men, 
women and children who were made the s ubject of orders under section 6 0 ,  
6 1  and 6 5  of the Act between 1 st April 1 96 3  and 3 1 s t  March 1 96 4 .  More or 
less  complete dos siers have been obtained for thes e  cases  including 
previous hospital careers , and prog re s s  reports from current hospitals at 
six and twelve monthly intervals after admiss ion. 
E . 9 MEDICAL ASPEC TS OF THE PRISON SERVICE 
LONDON UNIVERSITY : INSTITUTE OF PSYCHIA TR Y -
MAUDSLEY HOSPITAL 
Profe s s o r  T .  C .  N. Gibbens 
Dr .  J .  C .  Gunn 
P .  J .  Pope 
K. Soothill 
Grant 
£ 1 08 , 000 
Dates  
1 970  - 1 975 
The r e search will examine more closely the extent of mental dis order 
in prison of the sort that requires and i s  suitable for psychiatric treatment 
in pri s on,  as  well as  of the type which requires transfer under section 72 
of  the Mental Health Act 1 9 59.  
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The prog ramme c onsists of three s tudies _ 
I Remands for medical reports 
The objects of this part are to study (a) the demands from the courts 
for medical reports on remand; (b) characteristics (psychiatric , c riminal 
and s ocial) of thos e remanded in cust<xly for a report,  including thos e 
factors which appear to influenc e the choice of bail or custody; (c) the 
extent to  which National Health c onsultants supply reports on persons on 
bai l ,  and their experience of and attitude to this part of their work . 
II Referrals of s entenc ed prisoners for diagnosis and treatment 
The st udy will c ollect data abrut s ocial , c riminal, psychiatric and 
medical his tories of prisone rs : its aims are to discover -
(a) the proportion of prisoners refe rred for psychiatric treatment; 
(b) types of ps ychiatric treatment given to the prisoners ;  
(c )  types of prisoners who asked , or  were recommended, for 
psychiatric treatment ; and 
(d) progress  made by those prisoners having psychiatric 
treatment . 
III Ps ychiatric examination of a sample of pris oners 
F .  DRUGS 
F . l DRUG DEPENDENCE AND CRIME 
D r .  P .  A .  L .  Chapple 
Miss M.  E. Taylor 
Grant 
£ 6 , 850 
Dates 
1 969  - 1 97 2  
This i s  a study of s ome 300  narcotic addicts seen by D r .  Chapple 
between 1 96 2  and 1 96 8 .  The investigation aims to desc ribe the c riminal 
histories of the s ample; to  make detailed c omparisons of the type of 
c riminal history before regular drug use ,  during the time of use of non­
opiates (if any) ,  and after a stable pattern of drug dependence has become 
established . The data will be examined to see  if any type of offenc e ,  or 
pattern of offending , is specific to a particular pattern of drug use - e . g .  do 
heroin users c ommit different types of offenc e from methed rine users ? 
Information is available on the s ocial and educational characteristics of the 
s ample , as well as on their clinical histories . 
F . 2 YOUNG MALE HEROIN ADDICTS 
D r .  A. Kaldegg Grant 
£ 500 
Dates  
1 969  - 1 97 0  
This study alms to inves tigate by means of psychological tests ,  the 
personality traits and attitudes of 6 0  men aged between 1 8  and 26 years 
and g rouped as follows -
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(a) he roin addicts under medical t reatment by a psychiatrist; 
(b) a c ontrol g roup of non- addicted patients under psychiatric 
are ;  
(c )  a c ontrol g roup of  non-patients .  
Six specific hypotheses  c once rning the psychological characteristics 
of addicts will be tested . 
G .  RACE RELATIONS 
G . l ATTITUDES OF SOCIAL WORKERS TO MINORITY GROUPS 
BRADFORD UNIVERSITY : SCHOOL OF APPLIED SOCIAL 
STUDIES 
Profe s sor N .  Timms 
J .  W .  McCulloch 
M .  J . Brown 
Grant 
£ 6 , 500 
Dates 
1 970  - 1 9 7 2  
A s tudy of the attitudes of social worke rs to minority g roups and 
of the level of s ocial work offe red . Account will also be taken of the 
client ' s  perc eptions of his need s .  
G . 2 EXPLORATORY STUDY OF THE NUMBERS , COMPOSITION 
AND MOBILITY TRENDS OF SELECTED IMMIGRANT GROUPS 
BRISTOL UNIVERSITY :  DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
Profes sor  M .  Banton 
M.  J . R. Donnan 
Grant 
£ 2 , 1 1 4 
Dates 
1 970  - 1 97 1  
An exploratory s tudy to identify the factors that influence the 
c oncentration and dispe r s al of immigrant s .  and their  mobility; and to 
evaluate the information available to local authorities  and voluntary bodies 
with a view to s uggesting how this could be c ollated and improved . The 
s tudy will also help to throw light on patterns of immigration, taking into 
account the origins and ci rcums tances of immigration of s elected ethnic 
g roup s .  and of eventual s ettlement in the host  community. 
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UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM 
Department of Psychology 
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